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TWO-WAY INTERNATIONAL TRADE: AN ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS 

Tradftional theories of international _trade provide no explanation for 

the observed occurrence of a country simultaneously exporting and importing 

the same commodity. This phenomenon, commonly termed two-way or intra-industry 

trade, has received little theoretical and empirical atten_ti on, even though it 

is we 11 recognized _that this. type of trade was an important component of trade 

expansion in the European Economfr Community [1,7] Benelux [14] and Australia 

[9]. 1 Moreover, when trade expands according to intra-industry specialization, 

important questions arise as to the effec_tiveness. of devaluations as a policy 

tool, the consequences of trade liberalization for developing countries and 

the impact of custom's union formation. 

Recently, in this journal, H .. Peter Gray [6] developed a model designed to 

explain the existence of two-way trade in differentiated products. 2 While 

Gray's analysis provided some interesting hypotheses concerning the determin

ants of two-way trade, as of yet, no attempt has been made to test these proposi

tions for empirical content. In addition, the magnitude of this phenomenon 

has not been studied in reference to United States trade.· The purpose of this 

paper, therefore, is to provide estimates of the quantitative in:lportance of· 
"••: 

two~way trade in .u. S. manufactures and to utilize these estimates to present 

an empirical _test of the analytical arguments developed by Gray. In Section I 

we briefly t·eview the Gray model .. Section II describes the data/and estimates 
- '':-!·:· 

: /~-

*The authors gratefully _acknowledge the financial support provided by the 
Center for International Studies and the Offfce of Research Admi'nistration 
(Summer -Research Fellowship) at the Universit_y of Missouri-St.t9uis. 

1The earliest reference to the existence of intra-industry trad~,-can be found 
in Haberler [10, p. 34, note 2]. ._ · . · ·: 

2An alternative model, based on scale,ei:::onomies and technology g~ps, has been 
proposed by Herbert .G. Grubel [7 ,8]. · · 
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~ro~ose~ by Herbert G: Grubel· [7,8]. 
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of two-way trade for U. S. manufacturing. In Section III we present the mode-1 

and empirical results and finally Section IV discusses-our conclusions. 

I 

One obvious explanation for the existence of two-way trade ·is the aggre

gation of commodities in orde_r to arrive at 11 meaningful 11 industry categories 

in the compilation of international trade statistics. For example, in the 

United Nations• Standard International Trade Classification system (SITC) 

each industry category is comprised of a number of sub-classes of products 

which are similar, but nonetheless_ riot perfectly homogeneous. Moreover, an 
. ~ .. . -

industry may often contain products which have quite distinct input require-

ments. Fu·rnitures made of wood and steel, for instance, are classified in a 

common industry category (SITC: 821) even though the inputs required are 

substantially. different. To the extent, therefore, that either_· goods which 

are not homogeneous or are produced with dissimilar factor inputs are included 

in· the same industry category, two-way trade may represent only a statistical 

i 11 usi on. 

While the aggregatio-ri problem may explain two-way trade in some instances, 

Gray [6] cont.ends that it does not represent a complete-explanation of the 
. 3 . . . 
. phenomenon. Rather, the explanation is to be foVnd in the presence of product 

differentiation in international trade, since trade flows in differentiated 

goods competing in imperfectly competitive markets may no longer be primarily 

determined by the orthodox factors of price and cost differentials. 4 · 

3E'.mpi ri ca 1 evidence reported by Grubel and Lloyd [9] indicates. that two-way 
trade is evident even at the ?-digit level of disaggregation· in Australian. 
foreign trade. 

4Perfectly hom.ogeneous products, except under specia f conditions, wi 11 not 
be exported and imported simultaneously. These special conditions include 
situat1ons. where transportation costs are of overriding importance, where· 
countr-1 es 1mpqrt and re-export goods or when seasonal factors dictate the 
dire·_ction of trade flows [8, pp; 36--37]. 

i 
. I 
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Gray presents a fonnal model to examine international trade in differen

tiated products which are both produced and consumed in each of two countries. 

Since the products under consideration -are differentiated, producers in each 

country are assumed to face a downward- sloping demand- curve for their product 

1 - in both the home and foreign market. The -shape and position of the foreign 

demand curve is dependent upon the level and distributfon of income in the 

foreign country, the tastes and preferences of foreign buyers, the prices of 

the foreign comp.eting differentiated product_s and the selling effort' expended 

by the firm in the foreign market. Given this demand and the landed cost of. 

supplying ·the product in the forei_gn country, a- firm will export its product 

if a price exists which yields the firin economic rent over time. _When such a 

condition occurs~ a 11 positive export prite range" (EPR) is said to exist. 

In order for producers in each country to export and import each other I s products 

simultaneously.,it is necessary that reciprocal EPRs exist for the competing 

differentiated products in each of the two countries. If reciprocal .EPRs for 

the differentiated products do not exist, then the more traditional factors of 

comparative advantage are likely to provide an adequate explanation of resulting 

international specialization .. 

Utilizing the analyticaJ framework of this model, however, it is possible 

to isolate factors-which affect the probability of the existence of reciprocal 

EPRs and hence two-way trade. It is i nteres ting to note th at, in general , the 

model _suggests that two-way trade in differentiated products is predicated 

upon si~ilarities in economic conditions {factor prices, incomes, etc.) 

between countries rather than differences which are emphasized in more tradi -

tional international trade models.· More specifically, Gray suggests _that the 

following factors are important in determining the volume of two;..way trade. 

The greater is the probability of two-way trade: 

l. the more ·similar per capita incomes and by extension demand 
patterns between countries. 
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2. the (Tio re similar factor pri c;es and the cost of production of 
the differentiated products. 

3. the lower and more similar the tariff and non-tarfff barriers 
imposed by countri e·s on the differentiated product. 

4. the smaller transportation cost and hence the further t'he . 
di stanc·e the differentiated goods can be profitably shipped. 

· And finally, .. . . 

5. the more differentiated are the country 1 s competing products. 

The above conclusions, however, are testable propositions. If two-way 

trade is indeed a real phenomenon and is influenced by the factors suggested 

by Gray it should be possible to demonstrate this with empirical evidence. 

The remaining part of this paper will examine the empirical magnitude of two-

way trade in U. S. manufactures and provide an enipi ri cal ·test to determine how 

well these factors perforrnin explaining,the observed volume of two-way trade. 

II 

In this section empirical estimates of the magnitude ·and importance of 
. \ 

two-way specialization in the commodity structure of U. S. international trade 

in manufactures over the 1963-67 time period.· Since this phenomenon has not 

been studied .with reference to the U. S., the· results should supplement those 

already available for the EEC [l,7,12] and Australia [9]. 

The sample consisted of 102 SITC industry groups at the three-digit level 

of aggregation. The empirical estimates of two-way trade in each inc!ustry 

were obtained utilizing a measure suggested by Grubel and Lloyd [9]. 5 This 

measure is provided in expression (l) below,. where X; and M; refer to the ·value 

of exports of commodity i from the U. S. to the rest ·of the world and imports 

5For a crifical discussion of alternative measures of two-way trade, see Grubel -
and Lloyd [9, p. 496, note 3]. 
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of the same commodity i to the U. S. from the rest of the world respectiv~ly. 

Two ... way trade is, thus~ measured as the value of total trade in commodity i 

minus the. absolute value of net exports of commodity i as a percentage.of total 

U. S. i nterri at ion al ·trade in commodity i . 

( l) B. = 
l 

{ X ; +M . ) - I X . -M . I 
l l l l X 100 

(X.+M.) 
l l 

The above measure wi 11 vary between 0 and 100. When two-way trade does not 

exist (i'.e., a commodity is exported but not imported, or vice versa) the 

measure has a value of 0. It reaches its maximum value of 100 when the value 

of exports of a commodity are exactly .offset by imports of the same commodity. 

Expression (l) was calculated for each industry in the sample and ·tnen 

averaged across. all industries in order to obtain aggregate estimates of the 

volume of two-way trade. The results obtained indicate that two-way trade 

accounted for 47. 9% of total U. S. trade in manufactures in 1963. Furthermore, 

two-way ·specialization has become increasingly important over time accounting 

for 50% of total trade in 1965 and 54.1% by 1967. Two-thirds of the industries 
• • I 

in the sample experienced increasing levels_ of two-way trade over the 1963-67 

period .. It is als9noteworthy that in slightly over one-hal.f of the industries 

· studied, two-way trade accounted for 50% or more of total industry international 

trade. These ~esults for the U.S. closely parallel those obtained for other 

countries in suggesting that two-way trade .is quantitatively important and 

indeed becoming more so over time. 

Wide variation, however, does exist in the volume of two-way trade among 

individual industrtes. This is illustrated in Table 1 which presents the 

estimates for the fifteen industries experiencing the highe_st volume of two"".way 

trade and the fifteen experiencing the lowest. The estimates in the Table 



.Table .. l:. Two-Way Trade Specialization in United States Manufacturing Industries,-1963"':67 --

' Industries Experiencing- High Levels o.f Two-Way Trade 

SITC Industry Des cri pt ion B; (%) SITC 

266 Synthetic; regenerated Fibers . 99 .3 046. 

. 654- Tulle, lace, embroidery· 99,'0 111 

893 Plastic Articles 97. 7 091 

062 Sugar Confectionery 97 .5 112 

571 Exp 1 os i ves and Pyrotechnic Products 97.3 061 

664 Glass 96.8 666 

678 _ Tubes, pipes and fittings 96.7 731 
... 

652 Cotton fabrics,,' woven 93.5 685 . 

053 Preserved fruit 92.l 122 

733 Road vehicles, non motor 91.7 851 

124 Te 1 ecommu'n icat ions apparatus 90.l 687 

655 Special textile f ab ri cs 89.9 013 

717 Textile and leather machinery 89.6 554 

, .... , 
553 · Perfumery and cosmetics 89. l 691 

723 Equipment for 'di stri buti ng electricity 87.3 533 

Industries Experiencing Low Levels_ of Two-Way Trade 
.. 

Industry Description, 

Meal, flour of wheat 

Non-alcoholic beverages 

Margarine 

Alocholic beverages 

, Sugar and honey 

Pottery 

Railway vehicles 

Lead 

Tobacco manufactures 

Footware 

Tin 

Canned prepared meat 

Soaps, cleansing, polishing 
· . preparations 

Finished structural oarts 

Pigments,. paints, vami shes 

Bi. ( %) 

0.0 

0.0 

l. 5 .. 

4.l 

5.9 

6. l 

8. 1 

8.8 

9~0 

·9,3 

9.9 

12.4 

14. l 

. 15. l 

. 16.3 

Net Exports 
. (X) or Im-

ports (M) 

X 

X 

X 

M 

M 

M 

X 

M 

X 

M 

M 

M· 

X 

X 

X 

I 
0) 
I 
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range from a high 99. 3 for synthetic and regenerated fibers (SITC: 266) to a 
. . 

low of O for meal and flour of wheat (SlTC: 046) and non-alcoholic. beverages 
• I • • 

(SITC: lll). Inspection of the fodustries in _the Table does provide some 

casual evi de nee in support of the contention that product di fferenti ati on by 

style, quality . and specific performance characteristics is an important factor 

in affecting the volume of two-way.trade. For example, with minor exceptions, 

the high groupfs dominate~ primarily by consumer good industries in whkh 

differentiation of. the types nienti oned above can be achieved. Within the 1 ow 

group, however, the ·industries are characteristically producer goods in which 

differentiation is difficult, if not impossible. 

While the general conclusions of this section are that two-way trade is 

a quantitatively important phenomenon iri U.S. foreign trade and that product 

di fferenti at ion appears to be an important factor in explaining the phenomenon, 

a more formal analysis of the data is presented in the next section to account 

for t_he influence of product differentfation as well as other factors on the" 

observed volume of two-way trade. 

rrr 

To empirically-test the hypothesesproposed by Gray we first accumulated 

additional data to arrive at quantitative estimates of the factors such as . 

tariff differentials, similarity of income, etc., which were suggested as 

important in affecting the level of two.:.way trade. These data were then util

ized as inputs into a multiv_ariate regression roodel in whfch two-way trade 

· {Bi)' ~s meas~red i~ the previous section, was the dependent variable. The 

data sources used and construction of each of the independent variables 

. included in the model are provided below.· 
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Number of SITC Industries 

S_ince two-way trade can arise from th~ aggregation of dis ti net commodities 

into common industry categories, a measure of the degree of industry aggrega

tion was included in the regression model. _ This measure (SITCi) is defined as 

the number of four~digit SITC sub-industries comprising a given three-digit 

industry. The greater the number of distinct four-digit industry groupings 

which can be broken out of a three-digit industry, the more ~aggregated is the 
- - -

industry considered to be, and the greater the possibility of intra-industry 
- -

specialization._ Two-way trade sh9uld~ thus, be higher in industries which 
- -

-_-are_ rnore- aggregated. _--

Similarity of Income 

·Gray suggested that similarity in per-capita income should exert a posi

tive influence on the level of two-way trade. If such is the case, then two

way trade should be most intensive within industries that trade primarily with 

countries having similar income levels to that in the U.S. To test for this 

effect, a variable (IS;) defined as industry exports plus iniports to and from 

O.E.C.D. countries as a percentage of total U.S. industry exports and imports 

was included in the model. 6 Since O.E.C.D. countries have similar income 

levels to that in the U. S., industries that engage in trade primarily with 

these countries should experience higher levels of two-way trade. 

Tariffs and Non-tariff Barriers 

The height and similarity of international trade barriers are factors 

which a 1 so are predicted to affect the v·olume of two-way trade. More speci fi-

6oata· for the-constru~tion of this variable were obtained from available 
OECD foreign t~ade ~tatistics [13]. 
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cally, the lower and more similar the trade barriers between countries the 

h1gher should be the level of two-way trade. Since the model is cross section, 

ideally, one would desire data on barriers imposed by the U. S. vis a· vis some 

weighted average of industry specific barriers imposed by the rest of the world. 

Unfortun-ately, such infonnation is ·not readily availab l~. As a result, compara

tive data on tariffs and non-tariff barriers for the U. S. and EEC countries 

was utilized. 7 · The height of tariff barriers (HTBi) was estimated as the 

average of U. S. and EEC nominal tariff rates for ·each of the ·industries in 

the sample. The height of non.:.tar_i ff barriers (HNTBi) was estimated as the 

average of indexes of non-tariff barriers imposed by the U. S. _and the EEC for 

· each ·of .the industries. The similarities in tariff {TD.) ahd non-tariff l . . . 

barriers (NTBDi) were estimated from ·the same data utilizing the_expression 

(2) below. 

(2) 
T.us+T.EEC __ IT.us_T_EEc

1 TD.·= - 1--1---__ , ___ , __ X 100 
l 

This is the same expression as used to measure two-way trace and again 

varies between 0 and -100. When tariff or non:..tari ff barriers are i den·t; cal 

the expression has a value of 100. The greater the disparity in tariffs or 

_non-tariff barriers the clos~r ·the index· is to 0. · 

Distance Shipped 

Two-:-way trade is expected to be higher for commodities which have a sma 11 

transportation cost. In order to account for cross industry differentials 

in transportation cost, a measure developed by Weiss [16] was utilized. This 

7The data for nominal tariffs were obtained from [5] and the data about non
tariff p~otection from [15]. 
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variable (MDS;) is calculated as the mean distance (in miles) the products of 

an industry were shipped in U.S. markets. The implicit assumption.for the use 

of this proxy is ,that the further a product can be profi tahly _shipped (i.e. , 

the greater the mean distance shipped) the less important are transportation 

·costs relative to other factors. Two-way tr:ade is, thus, expected to be higher 

- for industries that can profitably ship further distances._ 

Product Di fferenti at ion 

Finally, the greater the degree of product differentiation, the higher 

should be the level of two-way trade. Measurement of the degree -of product 
. . 

differentiation is difficult in domestic markets, let al one world m·arkets. 

Typical measures, such as the ?}dvertising to sales ratio, are neither easily 

· accessible nbr particularly useful in the context of world markets since this 

type of di fferenti at ion cannot be expected to transcend nati anal boundaries. 

In addition, it takes no account of differentiation created by national oriQin 

of produc~s. Recently, however, Hufbauer [ll, pp. 190-193] has constructed a 
.. 

m_easure of product differentiation defined as the coefficient of -variation in 

U.S. export unit values for shipments.of the product tb various importing_ 

countries. The smaller the variation, the more,standardized the product is 

likely to be, whereas .the lar_ger· the variation presumably the greater. is the 

degree of differentiation. As a proxy for differentiation, a: dumny variable 

was constructed on the basis of Hufbauer's measure. This dummy variable 

{PDDi) assumes the value l for al_l industries experiencin:g above average 

coefficients of variati~n in unit export values to denote differentfated pro~ 

ducts and assumes the value 0 for below average values. 

The model to be estimated, thus, includes the major factors cited earlier 

as important determinants of two-way trade and is presented in equation ( 3) 
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· (3) Bi = f(TDi, NTBDi, HTB;, HNTBi, !S1 , SITC1 , MD\, PDD1 )· 

where Bi = the value of two....way trade for industry i (i=l , ... ,l02L TD; = · 

the U. S.-EEC tariff differential, NTBDi = the non-tariff barrier differential, 

HTBi = t.he average height of tariff barriers, HNTB; = the height of non-tariff 

barriers, IS; = a proxy for income similari'ty, snci = the number of 4-digit 

SITC industries in a 3-:-digit commodity category, MDSi =the.mean distance 

shipped and POD;= a product differentiation dutnn\Y. 

Equation (3) was estimated for a cross-section. of 102 United States 

industries at the three-digit SITC classification and for 1965 arid 1967. A. 

double log-linear form of this model was estimated with multiple regression 

.because of the interactive nature'of the factors included. 

The regression results are presented in Table 2. The coefficient of 

determination (R2) and .F value is provided for each estjmated equation. The 

ut 11 values for the individual· estimated coefficients are given in the parenthe

sis below theni. Given that these are cross-section· estimates, the equations 

seem to provide a reasonable fit to the data. In addition, an examination of 

the carrel ati on matrix of independent variables failed to provide evidence that 

multi-collinearity was a problem. 

The coefficients presented in Table 2 all display the .signs that would be 

expected from the Gray model. The coefficients for the similarity in tariff 

and non-tariff barriers display.the expected positive sign, and the tariff 

8one factor not accounted for explicitly is similarity in factor prices. Gray 
[6, pp. 25], however, suggests that equality of factor prices is .most likely 
to occur in countries which have similar per capita incomes. This factor 
may then be accounted for by our income similarity variable. 



Year 

1965 

1967 

--~- -------------------

TABLE 2: Determinants of U.S. Intra-Industry T_rade (B.) at the 3-digit S.I.T.C. Level of Aggregation-!f . . . l . 

InterceptQ/_ Tariff Non-Tar,i ff Height of World Height of Non-
Di fferenti a_l Barri er Differ- Tari ff Barriers Tari ff Barriers 

(TD;) ent i al (NTBD;) ( HTB;) (HNTBi) 
-

· -3.81 . 376 .049 -.352 -. 075 
(2.52)*** (2,72)*** (1.03) (2'.53)*** (. 883) 

-3;.67 . 450 . 059 -,,.361 -.986 
(2.54)*** (3.35)*** (1.27) (2.66)*** ( 1. 20) 

(Xi + M;) - I X; - Mi I 
2-f Where we define- B. = -------'-....;_;'---'-- X_ l 00 for industry i . 

1 (X. +M.) 
l , l 

£./ The significance of the coefficients was test_ed by.using a one-tail t ·test, 'where: 

. *s gnificant at .90 level 
**s gnificant at .95 livel 

***-s gn ifi cant at . 99 level 

Income 4-digit Mean Distance-- Product ,Differ- R2 F 
Similarity SITC Shipped (MDS;) enti ati on Durrmy 

(I Si) (SITC;) ( P DD; ) 

.695 .215 .596 .031 .36 6.45 
( 3.92)*** (2i0l )_** (2.79)*** (.174) 

.621 . 229 ' . 592 .047 .40 7.59 
(3.76)*** (2. 21) ** (2.85)*** ( .272) 
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coefficient was significant at the1% level. The coefficients for the height 

of tariff and non-tariff barriers possess the expected neg~tive signs; but_ 

again only the tariff coefficient was significant at' a 1% level or better. 

The coefficient for the incorne similarity variable is positive and sign-ificant 

at the 1% level suggesting that similarity in income is indeed an important 

factor in influencing the volume of two-way trade. The positive and statisti

cally significant coeffi9ie~t for the mean distance shipped v_ariable indicates 

that transportation considerations are also an iniportant factor in affecting 

two-way trade.· The coefficient for the SITC variable was also positive and 
' ' 

statistically significant at the 5% lev·e1. This suggests that some of the 

observed two-way trade is simply a result of the aggregation of collll1odities ,rito 

common industry categories. 

The results obtained for the product differentiation dunmy, however, were 

not impressive. Although the coefficient for this variabl~ has the expected 

positive sign, it was not statistically ~;ignific9-nt. This could be accounted 

for by the crude construction of the variable and the difficulty of ~efining 

product differentiationin an international context. But recent studies in 

the area of multi-national corporations [3,4] provide an alternative explana-

tion. - This research suggests that direct foreign investment of a horfzontal 
- ' 

· nature has been undertaken by U. S. firms primarily in oligopolistic industries 

characterized by product differentiation. The argument is, that due to the 

need of (1) adapting the product and marketing strategy to· local conditions, 

(2) providing specialized custo~er services and (3) overcoming trade barriers, 

firms have adopted a strategy of s ubsti tuti ng di rec;t investment for exports. 

This process of substitution, thus, could·reduce the observed volume of U.S. 

two-way trade in differentiated products. To test for this possibility we 

ran additional regressions in which a p_roxy (MN;) for the degree of multi.-
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national a~tivity of leading U. S. firms within each industry obtained from. 

[2] was included as an explanatory-variable. The results for the 1965 equation 

are presented below. 9 

Bi = -.3.61 ·.. + .418 TD + .052 NTBD - .424 HTB - ;068 HNTB· 
(2.40)*** (3.0l}*** (1.01) {2.94)*** 

+ .687 IS + ~2b9 StTC + ;588 MDS + .063 POD - .ll~ MN.· 
(3.9i)*** (l.98)** (2.78)*** (.355) (l.68)** 

2 R = .38 

F = 6.16 

Indeed, the coefficient for the multi-national variable (MN) was negative as 

expected and it was significant at the 5% level, thus, lending some support to 

the explanation suggested. With the data at hand, though, no unambiguous _con

clusion about the results for the product differentiation variable can be made. 

IV 

. This paper has examined the magnitude of two-way trade in U. S. manufactures 

and provided an empi.rical test of Gray 1 s hypotheses designed to exp-lain this 

phenomenon. The results of the statistical analysis indicate that two-way 

trade is an important component of U. S. i nternati ona l trade and provide 

considerable support for the· predictions of the Gray model. This suggests that 

two-way trade is not only the result of data aggregation, but that other factors, 

such as product differentiation, tariff· differentials, income similarity, the 

height of tariff barriers and transportation costs, significantly contribute 

to tf:ie explanation of the simultaneous export and import of the same conmodity. 

Furthermore, in confirming that two-way trade is a real phenomenon, rather than 

just an aggregation problem, this p·aper emphasizes the. importance of market 

9similar results were obtained for the 1967 data. 
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imperfections in any future re-examination of traditional international trade 

models. 
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